UltraPro Windbreak XS is a premium knitted windbreak which is used extensively throughout the horticultural industry in New Zealand.

Applications
- Farm fences
- Boundary fences
- Domestic / commercial
- Dust screening
- Custom size windbreak shelters

Advantages
- UV stabilised
- Button hole eyelets
- Heavy duty
- Wide range of sizes

Technical specs
- Roll width - 1m, 1.83m, 2.4m, 2.74m, 3.66m
- Roll length - 50m, 100m, cut to length
- Weight - 140gsm, UV stabilised HDPE
- Wind porosity - 55%
- Warranty - 10 year UV warranty against UV degradation

Use Cosio Polyclips for a quick, simple installation, spaced apart 500mm. For higher wind areas we recommend 300mm between clips. For professional installations, shackles can be installed through the button hole eyelets or Cosio Industries can hem & drawcord the edges so a wire can be pulled through.
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